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Abstract— Power System and to transfer the maximum 

power transfer high frequency oscillation are required. Thus 

low frequency oscillations are disadvantages to the goals of 

maximum power transfer and optimal power system security. 

A solution to this problem is the more use of power system 

stabilizer (PSS) to the automatic voltage regulator (AVR) on 

the generator in power system. The damping provided on the 

generator stabilizer and reduces the inhibiting effects of the 

oscillation. Thus, this paper is a note on the use of 

synchrophasor technology as input signals for two area 

power system. Thus, this paper work contains brief note on 

dealing with designing of wide area power system stabilizer 

to damp inter area mode of oscillation using wide area 

signals. Many effects have been made to damp oscillation by 

use of control attach upon wide area measurement (WAMS) 

many problems to be solved also. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Few earlier power systems has stability problems which 

contain self-made power system oscillations at low 

frequencies. These low frequency oscillations (LFOs) are 

related to the small signal stability of a power system. As 

power system begins to be work out close to their stability 

limits, the fault of a synchronizing torque among the 

generator was realized as a primary cause of system 

instability. To inner area the steady system stabilizer AVR’s 

are very helpful but transient stability became a problem for 

power system operators. The sum of secondary controller 

into the control loop, with the intro to PSS to AVRs on the 

generators manages to decrease the inhibiting effect of low 

frequency oscillation. 

The AVR and PSS are added in associated machine 

for measurement of like as generator speed, phase angle of 

the rotor and voltage of the particular bus. From above, by 

using AVRs and PSSs control action and their feedback 

control is efficient for local and control mode oscillation, 

but maybe it is not possible or efficient for inter area 

oscillation in power system the event of transient stability, 

FACTs device control, with including state estimation in its 

control action. As achieved from SMPS. 

In this paper describe the synchronous phasor 

measurement into the generator control loop in from of input 

to a PSS installed in a two area four machine test system. 

Include poorly damped inter area oscillation these system 

done using MATLAB program. 

II. POWER SYSTEM STABILIZER 

A. Overview of the Excitation System of the Synchronous      

Generator 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic of the excitation system 

We had given a historical overview on the excitation system 

of the synchronous generator. After that we move on to give 

the schematic diagram of the excitation system that we shall 

basically we use in these project to design the power system 

stabilizer.  

The first step in original excitation system was the 

introduction of the amplifier in the feedback path to amplify 

the error signal and creation the system fast acting. More 

and extra complex excitation systems are being developed to 

make the system as fixed as possible due to increase in size 

of the units and interconnected systems, with the 

introduction of solid-state rectifiers, ac exciters are recently 

in frequent use. Automatic voltage regulators (AVR), Power 

System stabilizers (PSS), and filters are equal of the A 

modern excitation system components which help in fixing 

the system and maintaining nearly constant terminal voltage. 

On the basic of complexity and operating conditions these 

components can be analog or digital. 

To maintain a constant voltage and to decrease 

swings because of transient rotor angle instability are the 

final aim of the excitation system. The excitation voltage 

comes transmitter the transmission line itself.  

And the AC voltage is first change into DC voltage 

by rectifier units and is fed to the excitation system via its 

components like the AVR, PSS etc. 

B. Power System Stabilizer (PSS) 

The excitation system regulates the generated voltage and it 

also helps in given direction the system voltage. Through 

excitation control automatic voltage regulators (AVR) are 

found best suitable for the regulation of generated voltage. 

Large use of AVR has negative effect on the 

dynamic stability or steady state stability of the power 

system. such as low frequencies oscillation (typically in the 

range of 0.2 to 3 Hz) continued in the power system for a 
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large time and sometimes affect the power transfer 

capabilities of the system.  

The power system stabilizers (PSS) were 

developed to help in damping of oscillations by modulation 

of excitation system increase stability to the system.  

The basic operation of PSS is to apply a signal to 

the excitation system that creates by damping torque in 

phase nearby the rotor oscillations. 

III. PHASOR MEASUREMENT UNIT (PMU) 

A. Introduction of PMU 

Indian power system is spreading at fast speed to meet the 

growing requirement. It is important to grow a system 

dependable and protective. The most complex engineering 

machines in the modem power grid. Everyone the 

components must be work on dependable, 24 hours a day, 

seven days a week, to power our homes and businesses. 

Positions are grid in continually changing. Electricity 

change in requirement necessitates instantaneous changes in 

electricity construction. New later advances in 

measurement, communications and analytic technology 

have produced a order of new options. In particular, Phasor 

Measurement Unit (PMU) have come to the fore as a means 

to address not just immediate reliability concerns but also 

operations point like enhancing transfer capability in actual 

time. 

B. History of PMU 

After 1988,the invention of phasor measurement units 

(PMU) by Dr.Arun G.Phadke and Dr. James S. Thorp at 

Virginia Tech, Steinmetz’s technique of phasor calculation. 

The calculation of actual time phasor 

measurements that are synchronized to an absolute time 

reference provided by the Global Positioning System (GPS). 

It is also called as Wide Area Monitoring/Measurement 

System (WAMS). 

Since 1994, phasor measurement units (PMU) have 

been used in WAMS and they have provided synchrophasor 

measurements. Synchrophasor measurements may 

contribute ago functions or may introduce some new 

WAMS functions, which are never secured previously by 

conventional measurements. When synchrophasor 

measurements are used as data resources of a WAMS, such 

a WAMS will be called PMU based WAMS.  

C. Definition of PMU 

“Phasor measurement unit (PMU) device is measure the 

electric waves on an electricity grid, using common time 

source for synchronization. Time synchronization is allows 

synchronized real-time measurement of multiple remote 

measurement points on the grid.” PMU measurements are 

used in power systems and high speed and low cost 

communication systems to worked based on a layer model, 

are also well-established in power systems.  

A PMU at substation measures voltage and current 

Phasor with microsecond accurate time- tagging of the 

measurement. PMU computes power transmitter the 

measurement (MW/MVAR) and frequency. Measurement 

are reported at rate of 10-60 sample per second. 

PMU measures the system was magnitude of 

voltage and phase angle of a particular location at a rate of 

multiple samples per second. This data is time stamped 

through a common reference and transmitted to the Phase 

Data Concentrator (PDC) installed at a nodal point, through 

high speed communication medium. 

 
Sinusoidal signal            Phasor representation 

Fig. 2: Phasor representation of a sinusoidal signal 

D. Block Diagram of PMU 

1) Anti-Aliasing Filter 

Anti-aliasing Filtering a signal by sampling to remove 

components of that signal whose frequency is equal to or 

greater than the nyquist frequency and not removed, these 

signal components as a lower frequency component. Then 

Sampling frequency must be greater than the maximum 

frequency of the signal to be sampled. If lower sampling 

rates are used then original signal’s information may not be 

completely recoverable from the sampled signal and they 

may appear as aliases. 

 
Fig. 3: Block diagram of Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) 

2) A/D Converter 

The Analog to digital converter digitizes the analog signal, 

from the AAF (Anti-Aliasing Filter), at sampling instants 

defined by the sampling time signals from PLO. These 

digitized samples are then fed to the phasor microprocessor. 

3) GPS (Global Positioning System) 

Global positioning system is a satellite based navigation 

system information about place and time irrespective of 

weather conditions. It consists of a network of 24 satellites 

orbiting in 6 geo visible from any point on the earth surface. 

Synchronization is achieved by using GPS 

technology which contain: 

 24 satellite in 6 orbital planes 

 Orbit time: 12 hours 

 Signals: Position, Velocity and Time 

 Visibility: 5 to 8 satellite from any place at any 

time 

 100 nanoseconds Time accuracy the original 

signal’s information may 
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4) Phase Locked Oscillator 

Usually in PMU, the pulse signals from the satellite are 

phase locked with the sampling clock. This job is a 

accomplished by phase lock oscillator. Analyzed in PLO 

divides is the phase locked oscillator system. Number of 

pulses is required into GPS signal from one pulse per second 

for sampling. This system is 12 per cycle of fundamental 

frequency. The pulse number within one second interval is 

identified by the GPS time tag for sampling. 

5) Phasor Microprocessor 

It is programmed to calculate the positive sequence 

components from the digitized sampled data by using 

algorithm which is usually Discrete Fourier Transform 

(DFT) as described in. This calculated phasor is time-

tagged. All the measured data are transmitted to the remote 

location through a proper communication channel using 

modems. 

6) Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC) 

Runs on normal desktop PC and collects data from multiple 

PMUs in PDC software application. Dedicated by Server 

application designed to accept several PMU data and 

analyze the data depending on application requirement. 

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS 

A. Simulation 

1) IEEE 9-Bus System Mode  

The MATLAB software is used to analysis of transient 

stability of the multi-machine, IEEE nine-bus bar power 

system network using IEEE Standard 421.5 power system 

stabilizer.  

The base MVA and system frequency are 

considered to be 247MVA and 60 Hz, respectively. The 

single-line diagram of the three-machine power system is 

shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4: Single-line diagram of three machine power system 

2) Main System 

 
Fig. 5: Diagram of three machine 9 bus power system in 

MATLAB SIMULINK 

3) Different case studies 

Case no. Types of Different cases 

1 System is in normal condition 

2 
System is in abnormal condition when both 

transmission line  remove 4 -6 and 6- 9 

Table 1: Different case studies 

a) Case 1 System is in normal condition 

Case 1  : System is in  normal condition 

1 Phase voltage in normal condition 

2 
Without PSS Voltage magnitude in normal 

condition 

3 
With PSS (MB – PSS) Voltage magnitude in 

normal condition 

4 
With PSS (Delta w  PSS) Voltage magnitude in 

normal condition 

Table 2: Case 1 System is in normal condition 

V. RESULT 

A. Case - 1 System is in Normal Condition 

 
Fig. 6: Phase voltage in normal condition 

 
Fig. 7: Without PSS Voltage magnitude in normal condition 

 
Fig. 8: with PSS (MB – PSS) Voltage magnitude in normal 

condition 
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Fig. 9: with PSS (Delta w PSS) Voltage magnitude in 

normal condition 

B. Case – 2: System is in abnormal cond. when both 

transmission    line    Remove (4 – 6, 6 – 9) 

 
Fig. 10: Phase voltage in abnormal condition by both 

transmission line are removing 

 
Fig. 11: Without PSS voltage magnitude in abnormal 

condition by both transmission line are removing 

 
Fig. 12: With PSS (MB – PSS) Voltage magnitude in 

abnormal condition by both transmission line are removing 

 
Fig. 13: With PSS (Delta w PSS) voltage magnitude in 

abnormal condition by both transmission line are removing 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Then IEEE 9 bus system normal and abnormal condition to 

removing transmission line the result with conclude that 

combine effect of PSS and PMU will give fast power system 

compensation  of the without PSS compare to with PSS 

oscillation is damp out of power system. 
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